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Simple, Sturdy Workbench

From Getting Started in Woodworking, Season 2

B y  A s A  C h r i s t i A n A

This workbench is easy and inexpensive 

to build, yet is sturdy and versatile 

enough for any woodworker. The base is 

construction lumber (4x4s and 2x4s), joined 

simply with long bolts and short dowels. The 

top is two layers of MDF (medium-density 

fiberboard), cut from a single sheet, with 

enough left over to make a handy shelf. 

The only tools needed to make this bench 

are a drill/driver, a circular saw, and a hand-

held router or a router table. 

There is room at one end for a small cast-

iron woodworking vise, which is an essential 

tool in any woodworking shop. The vise is 

fitted with non-marring wooden jaws, and the 

jaws and benchtop receive dog holes, sized 

to fit a variety of handy bench accessories. 
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4 8-ft.-long 2x4s, kiln-dried

2 8-ft.-long 4x4s, kiln-dried

1 4x8 sheet of MDF

2 Hardwood pieces for vise jaws, 71/2 in. long by 3 in. wide. Front jaw can be 

between 1 in. and 11/2 in. thick and the rear jaw is 3/4 in. thick.  

1 Filler block for mounting vise, 3/4-in.-thick plywood, 4 in. wide by 6 in. long

1 bottle of yellow glue

1 7-in. Groz Rapid-Action Woodworking Vise (www.woodcraft.com)

4 6-ft. lengths of 3 ⁄8-in.-dia. threaded rod

16
3 ⁄8-in. washers

16
3 ⁄8-in. nuts

2 2-in.-long 1/4-20 bolts, nuts, washers for attaching front jaw of vise

2 11/2-in.-long, 1/4-20 flathead screws for attaching rear jaw

1 Box of 11/4-in.-long drywall screws for laminating benchtop

4
3 ⁄8-in.-dia., 21/2-in.-long lag screws and washers, for attaching vise

16 S-clip-type tabletop fasteners

16
3 ⁄8-in.-dia. dowels, roughly 3 in. long

LuMber, harDware anD suppLies LisT

Side 

stretchers

Long stretchers

Visit us online at Finewoodworking.com/start to watch a two-part video detailing how to build this workbench from start to finish.
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Visit us online at Finewoodworking.com/start to watch a two-part video detailing how to build this workbench from start to finish.
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Build an Oak Bookcase 
From Getting Started in Woodworking, Season 2

B y  A s A  C h r i s t i A n A

You can thank Mike Pekovich, 
Fine Woodworking’s art direc-
tor, for designing this simple but 

stylish bookcase. He took a straightfor-
ward form--an oak bookcase with dado 
and rabbet joints--and added nice pro-
portions and elegant curves. 

We agreed that screws would reinforce 
the joints nicely, and that gave us a de-
sign option on the sides. Choose oak 
plugs, and align the grain carefully, and 
the plugs disappear. Make them from a 
contrasting wood, like walnut, and the 
rows of plugs add a nice design feature 
to the broad sides, hinting at the con-
struction in a subtle way.

By design the bookcase contains a 
number of fundamental lessons for 
would-be furniture-makers, and like the 
other projects in this video series, the 
whole thing can be built with just a few 
portable power tools: a circular saw, a 
drill, and a router  

The shelves attach to the sides with 
simple dadoes, and the back and back-
splash drop into rabbets. Screws rein-
force the dado joints and also attach the 
lower stretcher, and wood plugs cover 
the screw holes. Smaller wood screws 
are used to attach the plywood back.

Curves add life to rectangular pieces 
of furniture, and Pekovich worked in 
three types, each irregular and organic 
(as opposed to radius curves that can 
seem mechanical). At the top are gen-
tle curves that speed up as they move 
forward, each taken from a section of 
a French curve. At the bottom are two 
long curves formed with a flexible wood 
batten, one extending end to end on the 
lower stretcher, and the other a short 
graceful arch at the bottom of the sides, 
ending at a straight step at each end to 
suggest legs.  

--Asa Christiana, editor, Fine Woodworking

Lumber and hardware List

VideOs  Go to Finewoodworking.com/start to watch a multi-part video detailing how to build this bookcase from start to finish.  VideOs  

Part QtY size materiaL

sides 2 3/4 in. x 11 in. x 52 in. Oak

sheLVes 5 3/4 in. x 10 5/8 in. x 27 in. Oak

back sPLash 1 3/4 in. x 3 1/4 in. x 27 1/2 in. Oak

arched 
stretcher

1 3/4 in. x 3 in. x 26 1/2 in. Oak

back 1 1/4 in. x 27 1/2 in. x 45 3/4 in. Oak veneer  
plywood

screws FOr 
sheLVes

30 #12 x 2 in. flat head screws Steel

screws FOr 
back

24 #6 x 3/4 in. flat head screws Steel
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Sandpaper Storage Cabinet

A project plan for a 
sandpaper storage 

cabinet with 
built-in cutter

For more FREE   
project plans from
Fine Woodworking
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I HAVE A 12-IN.-SQ. BY 36-IN.-TALL CABINET 
with about a dozen adjustable 1⁄4-in. plywood shelves. 
The shelves ride in dadoes and pull out for access to 
the contents, making them the perfect place to store 
sheets of sandpaper. The sheets stay flatter and aren’t 
as likely to curl on humid days.

To make the cabinet even more useful, I saved 
the serrated edge from a roll of plastic wrap and 
used duct tape to apply it to the outside edge of the 
cabinet door. The serrated edge makes it easy to 
tear full sheets of sandpaper into halves or quarters. 

Also, I used two permanent markers (one black, 
one red) to draw lines on the front of the door. 
Using the lines as a guide, I can quickly position the 
sandpaper and tear it to the right size.

—bill	duckWoRtH,	Woodbury,	conn.		

Sandpaper-storage 
cabinet with 
built-in cutter

Quarter-sheet 
guidelines

Duct tape

Serrated 
edge

Cabinet 
door 

Half-sheet 
guidelines

12-in.-sq. by 
36-in.-tall cabinet

Cut dado so that 
shelves slide 
smoothly.

All parts (except shelves) 
are 3⁄4-in.-thick plywood

1⁄4-in.-thick plywood 
shelf slides in dado.

Dado

A woodworker for 
more than 25 years, 
much of that time 
spent running a full-
time professional 
shop, Bill Duckworth 
is a former associate 
editor for Fine 
Woodworking. This 
cabinet is mounted 
on a wall where it’s 
within easy reach of 
his workbench.

Best Tip

A Reward for the Best Tip
Send your original tips to Methods of Work, Fine Wood-
working, PO Box 5506, Newtown, CT 06470, or email 
fwmow@taunton.com. If published, we pay $50 for 
an unillustrated tip; $100 for an illustrated one. The 
author of the best tip gets a pair of Brian Boggs 
spokeshaves (one flat, one curved) made by Lie-
Nielsen Toolworks.
spokeshaves (one flat, one curved) made by Lie-
Nielsen Toolworks.
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